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Abstract—Recently a lot of effort has been dedicated to maximize throughput in highly mobile multi-channel networks such as vehicular networks. Nevertheless, distributing the load as equally as possible between service channels varying in space and time is still a matter of investigation. The contributions of this paper are two-fold. Firstly, we present an adaptive multi-channel allocation mechanism (AMC) that relies on space-time discretization to fairly balance the load on service channels. Secondly, this paper investigates how the delivery performance of service updates can be enhanced by targeting vehicles which exhibit higher centrality. A Social-based Relaying Strategy (SRS) which optimizes the dissemination of service updates to create a wider situation awareness between areas of interest is introduced. This stateless strategy exploits knowledge from the social properties of the communication graph into its forwarding’s weighting function. More particularly the weighting function includes a localized version of the clustering coefficient metric and the lobby index in order to select forwarding vehicles with high centrality and strong connectivity. Simulations based on a post-crash scenario demonstrate that SRS can substantially improve the delivery performance compared to GPSR-MA, a stateless geographical forwarding algorithm and slightly outperforms another social-based forwarding strategy which only accounts for lobby index.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Networks is a type of mobile ad hoc network that can provide scalable and cost-effective solutions for applications such as road traffic safety, dynamic route planning, and context-aware advertisement using Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication. Regardless of the significant research efforts VANETs are still in their infancy and have to cope up with many stringent needs such as the low market penetration rate, the large-scale network size, the quality of service delivered in a highly volatile environment, the intermittent connectivity and so on. Due to the the growing interest in Intelligent Transportation Systems, IEEE 1609.x/802.11p family of standards has been proposed to make vehicles being able to communicate on the control channel (CCH) and the service channels (SCHs) by periodically switching between them every fixed Synchronization Interval (SI) [1]. IEEE 802.11p also introduces WAVE Short Messages (WSMs) [2] which consist of each vehicle broadcasting small status messages which help to improve situational awareness among vehicles. However, in situations where vehicles have a large transmission range (1000m) the service channel can quickly become saturated especially under high vehicular density. As a consequence this will lead to a dramatic throughput reduction and prevent the use of throughput-sensitive services on SCHs. Therefore, a major challenge in vehicular networks where vehicles are equipped with only one half-duplex radio transceiver is the dynamic allocation of channels so that the channel occupation is fairly balanced between channels when a single radio interface uses more than one SCH. As opposed to the existing multi-channel allocation algorithms in the literature, here the objective is not to maximize the throughput but i) to increase the probability of selecting the least occupied SCH at a given time and point in space; ii) to allow a fair access to service channels while avoiding a high reuse of the channels in time and space. Doing so will render the vehicular network more suitable for content sharing and other social applications which are delay-tolerant. Thus we propose an adaptive multi-channel (AMC) allocation algorithm based on the space-time discretization of road segments in areas and zones to tackle the aforementioned objectives. This algorithm relies on one-hop periodic service updates between nodes belonging to the same area. However in some scenario, the dissemination of service updates must reach distant vehicles (e.g. belonging to another area) which render the use of forwarding mandatory. As the communication nature in vehicular networks (broadcast) and the mobility nature driven by human decisions can be seen as social behaviours, we propose Social-based Relaying Strategy (SRS), a position-based routing protocol which utilizes localized social metrics in its forwarding decision process in order to increase the coverage of SCH updates outside the communication range. Social metrics are inherent to this type of networks and Social Network Analysis (SNA) appealing to solve problems such as the optimal placement of RSUs (Roadside Units), data routing and data forwarding between communities of vehicles (subgraphs). As people travel every day between home and office on the same roads at approximately the same time [3], they tend to create virtual social communities on the road or Vehicular Social Networks (VSNs) [4]. With the growing interest in large-scale and complex networks, researchers are paying more attention to the complex social behaviour of networks continuously evolving in time and space. Studies [5][6] have been conducted to highlight the importance of understanding the complex and latent behaviour of such networks. Benefits from using knowledge from the underlying network social structure have been reported in many areas, including areas such as vehicular networks [7] and public bus transportation [8]. For an ecological community, the idea of correlated interaction means that an organism of a given type is more likely to interact with another organism of the same type than with a randomly chosen member of the population [9]. Interestingly enough this concept can be incorporated to vehicular networks where drivers meet other drivers organically (e.g. work, shopping mall, arterial roads) and tend to form communities. For instance a bus has a broader coverage in space and time as it tends to have more links (high degrees) with other vehicles and longer contact durations. Thus, buses...
exhibit a higher centrality (more central to its community) which make buses good candidates for relaying information. As identifying communities or quality nodes based on their social role can require the entire topological knowledge, here we resort to a fully distributed stateless forwarding. Instead of the network-wide clustering coefficient metric, the forwarding decision process of SRS relies on the Localized Clustering Coefficient (LCC) and another localized metric called lobby index. Figure 1 shows the roles that can be played by a node with high lobby index value: it can potentially identify nodes central to their subgraphs or nodes at the border of subgraphs. As the correlation between social metrics and physical network operations is only at its infancy, this paper aims at investigating how social metrics can have an impact on geographical forwarding in a specific scenario. Here a forwarding strategy is proposed to optimize the service updates dissemination of the multi-channel allocation algorithm. This forwarding strategy called Social-based Relaying Strategy (SRS) allows vehicles to select quality relays to forward events until a vehicle in between two overlapping zones of interest is discovered. By selecting vehicles which have higher centrality and connectivity around them, this strategy ensures a broader view of the multi-channel time-space distribution. This paper investigates how the use of social metrics impact the performance delivery and channel occupation in the context of an Adaptive Multi-Channel allocation algorithm (AMC). AMC embeds a Time-Space Discretization for Multi-channel Allocation (TSD-MA) along with a new Social-based Relaying Strategy (SRS) based on geographical and social forwarding that selects quality vehicles which are more visible to other vehicles (higher centrality) and minimize the number of re-broadcasts. This forwarding strategy is also evaluated separately in the context of warning events dissemination in a post-crash scenario.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II existing multi-channel allocation approaches are briefly presented along with existing social-based forwarding protocols in VANETs. In Section III the time-space discretization mechanism of AMC is described. Then, we present the smart relaying strategy of AMC in Section IV. Performance evaluation and observations are reported in Section V. Finally, conclusive remarks are summarized in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The paper targets a challenging problem which addresses two connected topics: i) multi-channel allocation and ii) social-based forwarding in vehicular networks.

Several channel allocation algorithms have been proposed for wireless ad hoc networks to maximize the throughput. The first proposals were designed to accommodate the use of multiple channels for MANETs to avoid interferences caused by concurrent transmissions. As the basic IEEE 802.11 standard was designed only for single-channel operations while the physical layer could operate on multiple channels, the first proposals were making the assumption that mobile nodes are equipped with multiple radio interfaces, which is rather expensive [10] [11]. Other proposals have been made which are either on-demand or proactive, with clock synchronization or without, static or dynamic. In [12] authors proposed to solve the multi-channel bandwidth wastage by presenting the Multi-channel MAC protocol (MMAC) which performs channel allocation at every beacon interval. The aim is to allow concurrent transmissions - one on each channel - in a particular geographical area. MMAC does not use any control channel and relies on a temporal synchronization rendez-vous point at the start of each beacon interval which consequently generates more overhead. In [13] tries to minimize the bandwidth wastage in a DSRC multi-channel environment. It relies on synchronization from RSUs and coordination such as in 802.11 PCF. It exploits the time division of CCH by reserving a collision-free period at the beginning of each CCH interval. A cognitive cluster-based multi-channel MAC protocol is proposed in [14][15] where cluster-heads are responsible for assigning the channels for cluster-members. Intra-cluster communication relies on 802.11 MAC and inter-cluster communication relies on contention-free MAC (MMAC). The main drawback is that members in inter-clusters must use two transceivers. In [16] the channel allocation is done in function of the measured Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) between any pair of vehicles so that it minimizes the level of inter-node interference. They have incorporated their approach into the on-demand routing protocol AODV (AODV-SIR), which is known to be not suitable under vehicular environments. Lately in [17], the Dynamic Service-Channels Allocation (DSCA) algorithm was proposed to maximize throughput by dynamically assigning different service channels to the users. In [18] authors proposed to solve the throughput reduction in Mesh networks by considering both throughput and delay when assigning channels. While their approach is interesting it has not been designed for WAVE systems and does not consider synchronization intervals.

To reach the dream of an ubiquitous vehicular world where any driver could benefit from safety and infotainment applications in any circumstance, networking protocol design must take into consideration not only the transient state of the network (routing/neighbouring table) but also the underlying social properties formed by the communication graph. Efforts to derive interesting implications useful for the vehicular networking community has first been conducted in [5]. Authors concluded that the knowledge of the spatial and temporal characteristics of the dynamic graph can make an impact on the performances of routing protocols in VANETs. They also concluded that high centrality metrics are a good indication of quality nodes and the latent behaviour of drivers, and can be used for message ferrying in a disconnected graph to avoid re-broadcasts and reduce collisions. Even if these findings are particularly relevant to the vehicular networking community, very few social-based forwarding protocols have been proposed for vehicular networks. Social relationships and
social roles of nodes help to quantify to which extent a node is influenced by the behaviour of other nodes in the network. This assumption led to the design of SimBeTS [19] which exploits betweenness centrality (identifies bridging capabilities of weak ties), similarity (finds nodes with same social interests as the destination) and tie strength (estimates the link availability by measuring contact duration and frequency) to make routing decisions. To this day, the most noticeable forwarding ability by measuring contact duration and frequency) to make routing decisions as the destination) and tie strength (estimates the link availability between nodes). This assumption led to the design of SimBeTS [19] which exploits betweenness centrality (identifies bridging capabilities between nodes).

Social-aware forwarding protocols have been made for Delay-Tolerant Network (DTN) forwarding in opportunistic networks. Socio-Aware Overlay [21] builds a weighted contact graph with centrality nodes based on a distributed community detection. The social role of a node has been utilized to make routing decisions for Pocket Switched Networks (PSNs) such as in BUBBLE Rap [22] which exploits rank information (betweenness centrality) and community information. In BUBBLE a node forwards packets hierarchically whether an encountered node lies in the same community as the destination and has a higher global rank than its local rank. The drawback of BUBBLE is that it tends to intensify the load of high centrality nodes. In [23] authors proposed a forwarding algorithm which forwards packets to Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones that have higher Lobby Influence (popular nodes). Their experiments show that forwarding performances (delay and packet delivery) are better than BUBBLE Rap and Epidemic Routing. In SANE [24], a social-based stateless forwarding protocol for PSNs, routing decisions rely on the assumption that nodes with similar interests tend to meet more often than nodes with different interests. For a more in-depth discussion and classification of social-based forwarding protocols for opportunistic networks, we redirect readers to the survey in [25]. As centrality metrics can be retrieved only via flooding, a method which will choke the network [26], in this paper we will consider a localized community metric called localized clustering coefficient and a centrality metric called lobby index [27] explained in more details in Section IV.

III. TIME-SPACE DISCRETIZATION FOR MULTI-CHANNEL ALLOCATION (TDS-MA)

In this section, the time-space discretization mechanism of AMC is introduced. Then, we introduce SRS which maintains the SCH context through an entire zone by forwarding SCH updates. Firstly, TDS-MA assumes the presence of a periodical beacon exchange between vehicles so that vehicles are able to maintain a state list of SCHs through CCH. At each Synchronization Interval (SI) a vehicle selects an unoccupied SCH according to the estimated load on the SCH, its geographic zone and area of interest. In the multi-channel allocation approach proposed here, it is necessary to rely on up-to-date and consistent SCH information in order to estimate the normalized throughput on each used SCH.

To minimize the channel occupation on the SCH and allow the use of services which are throughput-sensitive, the mechanism selects opportunistically a service channel among all the six service channels. When a vehicle wants to transmit it selects an unoccupied service channel. As the state of SCHs is learned through the use of periodical beacons on the CCH, a vehicle knows in advance which SCH is busy and how many vehicles are accessing it. If the list of SCHs is empty, a default SCH number is used. A vehicle which wants to transmit will select an unoccupied channel. It is an opportunistic mechanism which selects a SCH based on its state, known through the periodic exchange of beacons on CCH. The selection of a SCH allows to avoid a too high reuse (in time and space) of the channels: they vary according to the time and the geographic position.

In our mechanism, depicted in Figure 2 the road is divided in zone of interest, the length of each zone of interest is $L_Z = 2 \times \frac{T_R}{l}$ where $T_R$ is the transmission range of a vehicle, and $l$ is the number of lanes. Each zone is divided into areas and the number of areas $N_A$ equals the number of SCHs. The length of an area $L_A = \frac{L_Z}{N_A}$. $l$ is an important parameter and helps to configure appropriately $L_A$. To demonstrate the relevance of this parameter let’s assume that vehicles drive on a single road with one lane with a $T_R$ of 200m. If a maximum number of six SCHs are used the length of $L_A$ will be of 66m. However on an highway, the size of an area must be increased to create a wider awareness between vehicles (an area here means a portion of the road where vehicles share the same safety measures in case of a common service or critical safety event is present). For a 3-lanes road the length of an area will be 200m. Each area has its own channel and this channel varies with time. Each zone has a set of 6 channels which are accessed periodically according to the synchronization intervals (Sync Interval). Each vehicle manages its own allocation table which provides a default SCH channel number to each geographical area for a Sync interval period (100ms). A GPS is used to retrieve the area in which a vehicle is.

Thanks to this geographical partitioning of the channels, vehicles will access a service according to their Area of interests where an area of interest is proportional to the transmission range divided by the number of SCHs. During each synchronization interval, if a vehicle wants to transmit data, it determines the default channel linked with its geographical position from its allocation table and checks if the channel state is not occupied. To determine if a SCH is occupied, a vehicle computes the following equation upon the reception of SCH information through beacons: $SCH_{BUSY} = (n \times T_{service} \times \lambda_{service}) \times SCH1$ where $n$ is the number of
vehicles participating in a service on one SCH. SCHI is the fixed-length slot of a SCH (0.46ms), $\lambda_{service}$ is the generation rate used by the service (known through beacons), and $T_{service}$ is the duration of a service packet transmitted on the SCH, calculated as follows:

$$T_{service} = T_{PHY} + T_{MAC} + \frac{L_{service}}{R} + AIFS, \quad (1)$$

where $T_{PHY}$ and $T_{MAC}$ are the duration of the headers of the PHY and MAC layer respectively, $L_{service}$ is the length in bytes of a service data packet on SCH, $R$ is the physical data rate, and AIFS the interframe space duration of the corresponding access class priority attached with the service. Actually, $SCH_{BUSY}$ gives a measure of the normalized throughput on a SCH.

To guarantee the selection of the least occupied channel, another channel is selected from the list of the SCH states if the default channel has a higher value for $T_{service}$ than another channel in the channel list state. It selects from one of its nearest neighbour *Area of interest* the channel which is least occupied. If it fails to find an unoccupied channel, the vehicle waits until the next synchronization period and picks the default channel of this synchronization period.

The algorithm for the selection of SCH works as follows:

- Each vehicle periodically broadcasts a beacon with valuable SCH context information (SCH number, Service ID in use, service generation rate) so that each neighbour can estimate the utilization of SCHs;
- Each vehicle estimates the channel utilization with updated values received from neighbours in its Area;
- Each vehicle estimates whether a SCH is busy or not and piggybacks $SCH_{BUSY}$ indicator in its next beacon;
- Each vehicle add to its beacon payload the SCH state list (SCH state list is bound to the area the vehicle belongs to);
- At the start of the selection algorithm, if the default channel is more occupied than others, pick the least occupied;
- If the selected least occupied SCH will not have enough bandwidth for the service data traffic, a vehicle selects a SCH from a neighbouring list thanks to SRS (described in the next section).

IV. SOCIAL-BASED RELAYING STRATEGY (SRS)

With the AMC strategy the accuracy of the SCH state list is enhanced only if the beacon rate is not too low (below 5Hz) and if vehicles at the border of a zone successfully receive packets from both its overlapping zones. It is worth to mention that maintaining a consistent and up-to-date information about the SCH state list is hard to achieve in volatile environment. In the context of high-demand data provisioning the learned context through the exchange of beacons is useful in providing SCH state information. However, sensed and interpreted context-aware information may be uncertain or obsolete which can lead to wrong decisions. Collecting and maintaining context accurately in a highly mobile environment is not easy due to vehicle’s mobility and tradeoffs between context accuracy and the overhead induced. Accuracy comes at a certain cost and may result in lower network utilization but in some scenarios it is vital to ensure consistent resources availability which satisfy QoS [28]. As the efficiency of the multi-channel allocation of AMC depends on the accuracy of SCH-based information received through beacons, an efficient relaying strategy is required in order to extend the visibility of an update outside of an area covered by a vehicle. Figure 3 depicts a situation where relaying is necessary to increase the awareness in-between areas so that SCH updates are distributed in an entire zone.

When vehicles disseminate their SCH state list (every Sync Interval) the list is not re-broadcasted thus a vehicle in zone $z_{i+1}$ might fail to receive an update from a vehicle in zone $z_i$ while those vehicles are part of the same driving context. In Figure 3 if vehicle D first broadcast is SCH state list to its 1-hop neighbours in Area 2, the neighbours of vehicle D in Area 3 which are in between $L_{A_i-1}$ and $L_A$ will not receive the SCH state list from Area 2. To remedy to this, the vehicle which is more central to Area 2 selects two quality relays which respectively are part of $[Area_i, Area_{i-1}]$, and $[Area_i, Area_{i+1}]$ where $i = 2$ and these vehicle will be in charge of triggering the re-broadcast of the SCH updates. Once the central vehicle A has elected two quality relay neighbours it informs all of its neighbours of the relaying role of these two neighbours.

Figure 3 depicts a bidirectional road segment with 3-lanes in each direction, a transmission range of 200m, 3 SCHs, so that each zone has a length of 1200m divided by areas of a length of 400m. One of the issue in this scenario is that vehicles have a low probability to know the situation of the traffic ahead. Thus, to spread the SCH awareness to the entire zone we propose a social-based relaying strategy (SRS) where vehicles which exhibit a better connectivity and centrality to their area are responsible for forwarding SCH updates. SRS is initiated by the highest lobby vehicle within an area. Each high lobby vehicle takes part in the election process by computing a weighting function. A *quality relay* $V_{relay}$ is selected *iff* $V_{relay}$ it is part of two overlapping areas (a vehicle is said
to be in between overlapping areas when it has neighbours in $A_{+1}$ (or $A_{-1}$) that are not neighbours of $V_{\text{relay}_+}$. To identify the centrality of a vehicle and the degree of connectivity of a vehicle in an area, SRS relies on two metrics:

- The lobby index $i$ of a vehicle $v_i$ is the largest integer $k$ such that $v_i$ has at least $k$ neighbours with a degree of at least $k$. It gives a vehicle information about the 2-hop neighbourhood. This value is calculated in our WSM Protocol by sorting the node degree of 1-hop neighbours with a Quicksort algorithm where the cost is $O(n \log n)$; $n$ is the number of one-hop neighbours degree.

- The Localized Clustering Coefficient (LCC). The clustering coefficient in its network-wide version quantifies the cliquishness of a group of connected vehicles (cluster). In its localized version (LCC), the cluster coefficient is defined as follows: if vehicle $v_i$ has $D_i(t)$ at time $t$ and there are $z_i(t)$ edges between its 1-hop neighbours, then: $\text{LCC} = \frac{D_i(t)}{z_i(t)}$ if $z_i(t) > 1$. If $z_i(t) = 0$ or 1, $\text{LCC} = 0$. Thus, $LCC_i$ helps to quantify the amount of links in the neighbourhood of node $i$.

A. Weighting Function

As the awareness of the SCH state list within the entire zone must be increased, AMC triggers the SRS strategy at the start of every SCH. Intermediate relays and the quality relay neighbour $V_{\text{relay}}$ - the vehicle in charge of enlarging the horizon by re-broadcasting a message - are selected by computing a weighting function. As long as none of the neighbours are part of two overlapping areas, a vehicle forwards a packet to an intermediate relay. Finally when the packet reaches a $V_{\text{relay}}$, the SCH state list is re-broadcasted in the next beacon.

Each next-hop relay neighbour must be the closest neighbour to the other zone, consequently the distance is part of the metric set used in the weighting function. The direction of vehicles is also an important parameter in order to know which vehicle is responsible of which area. In this way, if a vehicle is found in the middle of a zone, this vehicle will have two $V_{\text{relay}}$, one in each direction. According to [5] vehicles with high lobby index can potentially identify central nodes (good candidates to spread a message with as few re-broadcasts). From the analysis of the correlation between social metrics for different realistic vehicular traces of the city region Zentrum-Bellevue\(^1\) (low and medium vehicle densities) we observed that higher the average LCC is and lower is the node connectivity which correlates with the findings in [5] as shown in Figure 4. Thus vehicles with low LCC exhibit a better connectivity in their neighbourhood. For each specific entry in the neighbour table, a vehicle will select $V_{\text{relay}}$ if it has the highest weight $\text{Weighting}(j)$:

$$\text{Weighting}(j) = \begin{cases} \ (w_1 \times \text{Distance}) + \\
(w_2 \times \text{NormalizedDirection}) + \\
(w_3 \times \text{LobbyIndex}) + \\
(w_4 \times \text{LCC}) & \forall j \in v_i \\
\end{cases}$$

where $w_i$ is the weighting factor for each criteria. The weighting factors are chosen as follows:

- **Distance**: euclidean distance in meters;
- **NormalizedDirection**: if a neighbour is identified as moving away from the vehicle computing the weighting function, the vehicle gives NormalizedDirection a value of $-0.5$, if it moves closer, NormalizedDirection gets $+0.5$;
- **LobbyIndex**: value of the lobby index stored in the neighbour table. $\forall j \neq i$ if a neighbour $i$ satisfies $\max(\text{lobby}_j)$ it receives $+0.5$, if it satisfies $\min(\text{lobby}_j)$ it receives $-0.5$, and 0 in other cases;
- **LCC**: based on a social-network analysis of communication graphs we observed for various city center road network (details not included due to space limitation) that the average LCC has a small negative correlation with the average lobby index (Spearman’s coefficient $= -0.316$) and node degree (Spearman’s coefficient $= -0.239$). Thus, if the LCC is below 0.15 it helps identifying a node with a strong connectivity. A value of 0.5 identifies a half-dense neighborhood (sparse connectivity). Consequently, if LCC is above 0.15 it receives a value of $+0.5$, else if it is below 0.5 it receives a value of 0, otherwise it receives $-0.5$.

The SRS algorithm is described as follows:

**Algorithm 1 SRS**: initiated by High Lobby Vehicle

$N_j$ is the set of one-hop neighbours $j$ of current vehicle $i$

- **Intermediate** is the next-hop selected to forward a packet $p$

- $c_j$ is the set of possible quality relays (in between two areas) $qr$ is the quality relay in charge of re-broadcasting the SCH state list

1. **while** $i \neq c_j$ **do**
2. $\text{Intermediate} = \text{Weighting}(N_j)$
3. Forward($p$, intermediate)
4. **if** $\exists c_j \in N_j$ **then**
5. $qr = \text{Weighting}(c_j)$
6. **Re-broadcast($p$)

Notably, when this relaying strategy is observed from the perspective of the vehicle B victim of an accident in Figure 3, a critical post-crash safety message could be re-broadcasted to the entire zone for example, thus increasing the safety-awareness around vehicles behind which can potentially create

\(^1\)Traces obtained from MMTS are available at http://www.lst.inf.ethz.ch/research/ad-hoc/car-traces/
a chained-collision. When such a critical event occurs, the rate of the safety messages is increased which can cause congestion for the period the critical safety event has to be relayed. Instead another assumption is made: the critical safety message has to be relayed to the relaying neighbour in the backward direction. If vehicle B sends a WARN packet at time $t$ this packet will be relayed $r$ times until a relay found in between two overlapping areas receives it. Once the the next-hop relaying vehicle is found to part of two different areas this vehicle will re-broadcast the WARN event. As the safety-awareness is more relevant at closer distances from the accident, our strategy keeps the order of relevance by re-broadcasting first at $t + \Delta(t)$ for intermediate, then at $t + \Delta(t+1)$ for intermediate, etc. until an intermediate belongs to two areas. As a result, the WARN event will be disseminated up to $r + \frac{t}{2}$ meters.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we present the performance analysis of the proposed AMC strategy and we also study the delivery performance of SRS separately. Simulations have been conducted with the NS-3 simulator. To measure the channel occupation of AMC against different strategies (illustrated in Figure 6), a real road network map of the West University Place, Houston, TX, USA (Figure 5) has been used, which is available from the public TIGER database of the U.S. Census Bureau. Road segments of the road network are composed of two lanes. The route plans of vehicles is generated dynamically. Realistic vehicular traces have been generated with the mobility simulator VanetMobiSim. Each vehicle uses a realistic microscopic mobility model (IDM, LLC) that considers mobility at a microscopic level thus describing perfectly car-to-car and intersection management. The Area and Zone information of TDS-MA are fed to NS-3 by converting the TIGER Line map with MOVE [29] and using the nod.xml and edg.xml files. The interpreted information can then be queried at simulation time by vehicles through a dedicated location service. Then, we measure the channel occupation per SCH when the 6 SCHs are used (worst case). For this set of measurements an highway scenario is assumed where all vehicles are uniformly distributed on the road with a maximum speed of 90km/h. The highway is divided in 6 lanes, 3 lanes per direction. The distance between two lane is 5 meters and the distance between each neighbour vehicle is 10 meters. All vehicles can communicate on the basis of 1-hop broadcasting and use the 802.11p/WAVE standard with 7 channels (1 CCH and 6 SCHs). The transmission range is set to 200m. SCHs and CCH share the total bandwidth of 3Mbps. The simulation settings used are depicted in Table I. The simulation time is set to 300s and 200s respectively. WSM and WSA packets use the highest priority $AC_0$ while service packets use the priority $AC_3$ which is the lowest priority in EDCA. The Nakagami-m propagation model is used with $m = 1$.

A. AMC evaluation

Beforehand the performances of AMC the SCH occupation for different strategies is evaluated. The multi-channel allocation mechanism of AMC attempts to achieve a fair utilization of the service channels. Service packets are allowed to be transmitted on three service channels so that the algorithm will try to balance the load on three SCHs (average case). This approach is compared with three specific strategies: the first strategy is called random and refers to the fact that the number of the SCH is selected randomly among the list of all available SCHs. The second strategy is called complete and depicts the case when the list of all the SCHs is already known before the selection (ideal scenario). The fourth is called partial and corresponds to the case when only half of the SCHs are known. Figure 6 presents the channel occupation for the multi-SCH allocation. This set of measurements allows us to evaluate the efficiency of the allocation mechanism previously described. AMC shows a lower channel occupation than the random strategy. Even when the network is densely populated (90 vehicles), AMC shows clear improvements compared to the random strategy. For 90 vehicles, AMC occupies 55% of the channel while the random strategy makes the channel completely saturated from 70 vehicles. AMC at low density, do not show any improvements. AMC performances are closed to the complete strategy. AMC performances are stable up to
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Figure 6: Channel Occupation for different strategies.

Figure 7: Channel Occupation per SCH for different strategies.

20 vehicles. However the trend of the monotonic curve depicts that the channel occupation performances slightly drop when the traffic load scales.

Figure 7 depicts the comparative performance evaluation in terms of channel occupation between three strategies. AMC presents better performances close to the complete strategy. This is due to the fact that the length of the area (200m when using 6 SCHs) is relatively small thus the state list is updated more frequently. If the SCH is occupied during the first attempt, the vehicle selects a SCH according to its allocation table and state list, otherwise if no SCH is found it relies on the state list of one of its neighbouring area via SRS.

B. SRS evaluation in highway environment

To evaluate separately SRS, a proper accident scenario has been modeled. The scenario assumes that an accident occurred at the border of a zone and that the associated WARN critical safety event must be propagated to the maximum number of vehicles behind the accident up to \( r = \frac{L_A}{2} \) meters. SRS has been modified to re-broadcast a WARN at each intermediate relay (restricted flooding). For this scenario, we consider a Manhattan Grid where 60 vehicles have been randomly places in a 4-lanes road segment of 2400m to model an highway crash situation, and 60 other vehicles have been disseminated on the rest of the grid. To validate this approach we consider static vehicles and performed simulation ten times for five different set of vehicular traces. We plot the percentage of vehicles that successfully receive the WARN event in backward areas up to the next zone. SRS is evaluated against a stateless greedy forwarding strategy similar to GPSR-MA [30] and graph-enabled GPCR [7]. Designed for city scenarios, GPCR [31] considers that the road network form a planar graph. It uses a restricted greedy forwarding to route packets along streets while routing decisions are undertaken by nodes located at intersections (coordinates). While this is not applicable to highway scenarios, graph-enabled GPCR instead elects coordinators (quality relays in this paper) with the best connectivity (high lobby index).

We decided to plot the percentage of neighbours which received successfully the WARN event with respect to different area’s lengths \( L_A \). From Figure 8 results show the same trend for the three strategies with a slight advantage for SRS for small \( L_A \). When the length of an area is above 500m the percentage of neighbours receiving the WARN event drops below 55% for GPSR-MA. The same trend is observed for SRS and graph-enabled GPCR with a small advantage for SRS. For areas of length 200m and 300m, around 72% of vehicles receive successfully the WARN message for both strategies. When the area’s length is 300m, the difference between GPSR-MA and SRS is around 2-3%. For larger areas of length 600m and 1200m the number of reached vehicles is more noticeable for SRS compared to GPSR-MA. For \( L_A = 1200m \), while the greedy strategy is able to re-broadcast up to 46.5% of the neighbours, SRS reaches 56% of neighbours. Since the number of reachable neighbours is maximized it means that more quality relays are found with our strategy compared to the greedy strategy which accounts only for distance and direction. This is explained by the fact that LCC and lobby index together help to identify more quality relays. Interestingly enough the results for graph-enabled GPCR closely follow the results of SRS for higher \( L_A \). Consequently, a forwarding strategy which accounts only for the lobby index achieves slightly less better than a forwarding strategy which also considers the localized clustering coefficient \( LCC \) in its forwarding decisions.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated how social metrics used in the forwarding decision process can play an impact on the network performance. We first presented TSD-MA which relies on the discretization of time and space in order to fairly balance the
load between SCHs in a given region of space and time. To coordinate the multi-channel allocation, SCH state lists are maintained and disseminated to neighbours. To enlarge the horizon and cover an entire zone, the SCH state lists must be forwarded. Consequently we have introduced a Social-based relaying strategy to disseminate effectively the SCH state list between neighbouring areas belonging to the same zone. For each area, quality relays are elected to re-broadcast the SCH state list. Each vehicle uses a weighting function which takes into account the influence that a node has over others to re-broadcast information to the maximum number of distant neighbours. AMC demonstrated that under medium vehicular density and high mobility, because of the presence of SRS, AMC still achieves to balance the load as vehicles receive more accurate context information about SCH states in the neighbouring areas. Inspired by the latter strategy, we have evaluated the performance delivery of SRS in the context of a critical safety message dissemination to avoid chained collisions after an accident occurred. Compared to GPSR-MA, SRS is able to inform up to 15% more vehicles for large $L_A$ than GPSR-MA, and up to 3% more vehicles in average than a social-based forwarding algorithm based only on lobby index. As future work, we plan to compare SRS performance against several existing flooding techniques.
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